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K-depth grammars extend context-free grammars allowing k1
rewriting points for a single non-terminal at every step of a derivation.
The family of languages generated by k-depth grammars is a proper
extension of the family of context-free languages, while retaining many
context-free properties, such as closure properties, a version of
ChomskySchu tzenberger theorem, the existence of an accepting
device (the multi-pushdown automaton). Here a polynomial-time par-
sing algorithm for k-depth languages is defined, and its correctness is
proved. ] 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
Context-free grammars have been thoroughly investigated
for many years and are in widespread use to describe
programming languages and design compilers. The main
reason of their lasting successapart from simplicityis the
efficiency of parsing techniques. The CockeKasami
Younger algorithm is maybe the most famous and elegant
parsing algorithm for non deterministic context-free
languages. Unfortunately, the syntax of most programming
languages is not context-free. Various extensions to context-
free grammars and to their accepting automata (push-down
automata) have been considered, such as W-grammars [5],
in the attempt to capture non-context-free characteristics of
the syntax of programming languages. However, none of
them has reached a success comparable to the context-free
case. The theory of context-free grammars and push-down
automata has been recently extended in [2] to consider
automata with any finite sequence of push-down structures,
along with their corresponding generative grammars. Such
automata and grammars have been called multi-pushdown
machines and k-depth grammars.
A k-depth grammar considers lists instead of strings.
Every list #0(#1)1 (#2)2 } } } (#k)k is composed of k+1 strings
#i , with the first one, #0 being composed of terminal symbols
only, and the others of non-terminal symbols only.
The left side of a production is a non-terminal symbol,
the right side is a list. A derivation step takes the leftmost
non-terminal symbol A of a list #0(=)1 } } } (=) i&1 (A#i) i } } }
(#k)k and applies a production rule of type A 
:0(:1)1 (:2)2 } } } (:k)k , giving as a result the new list
#0:0(:1)1 } } } (:i&1) i&1 (:i#i) i } } } (:k #k)k , where each :i ,
i1, has been inserted to the left of the corresponding
components of #.
K-depth grammars have greater expressiveness than con-
text-free ones, while preserving mathematical tractability.
An application-oriented, non-context-free, 2-depth example
is the language of nested procedure declarations, with the
procedure identifier repeated after the ``end'' of the proce-
dure (as in the programming language Ada) [3].
The family of languages generated by k-depth grammars
(k-depth languages) maintains several fundamental proper-
ties of context-free languages. First, a k-depth language is
recognized by a multi-pushdown automaton, namely a
device with a sequence of k pushdown tapes, with the
restriction that tape i can be read only if tapes from 1 to i&1
are empty. Other meta-properties are semilinearity and
closure properties, mainly the superfamily, for all k, of k-
depth languages is closed with respect to intersection with
regular languages, homomorphism, inverse non-erasing
homomorphism, substitution, catenation, union, Kleene's
star; a k-depth language is the homomorphic image of the
intersection of a regular language and a generalized Dyck
language. Moreover, (non-deterministic) multi-pushdown
automata, have the same power regardless their number of
states and a pumping lemma has been stated and used to
prove containment properties. The family of languages
accepted by the deterministic version of multi-pushdown
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automata is closed under complementation, and it seems to
be suitable for efficient LL parsing techniques.
In this paper we prove the polynomial decidability of
the membership problem for the superfamily of k-depth
languages, defining a polynomial parsing algorithm which
generalizes the CockeKasamiYounger algorithm for con-
text-free languages.
2. DEFINITIONS AND MAIN PROPERTIES
This section defines k-depth grammars, introduces
various normal forms and notations, and proves some
properties of the derivations which are exploited to define a
parsing algorithm in Sections 3 and 4.
Notation. Let VN and VT be two finite alphabets. We
call terminal symbols the elements of VT and non-terminal
symbols the elements of VN . The letters x, y, w and lower
case Greek alphabet (:, ;, ...) are used for strings of VT*,
upper case greek alphabet (9, 3, 2, ...) for strings of VN*,
upper case Latin alphabet (A, B, ...) for symbols of VN ,
lower case Latin alphabet (a, b, ...) for symbols of VT , the
letters g and h for lists.
Definition 2.1. A k-list is a string g of the form
x(11)1 (12)2 } } } (1k)k , where x # VT*, 1i # VN*, for i1, and
( , )  VT _ VN . The 1i 's for i1 are the components of the
list g.
By convention, if an element (1i) i of a k-list is omitted,
then 1i==. The null list =(=)1 (=)2 } } } (=)k is denoted by =.
The component indexes may be omitted when no confusion
can arise: x(11)1 (12)2 } } } (1k)k can be written also
x(11)(12) } } } (1k).
Definition 2.2. A k-depth grammar G is a 5-tuple, G=
(VN , VT , P, S, k), where VN is the nonterminal alphabet,
VT is the terminal alphabet, S # VN is the axiom, k is a
positive integer, and P is a set of productions of the form:
A  g, where A # VN and g is a k-list.
A direct derivation is a relation between two k-lists such
that the second one is obtained from the first one using a
production. Only leftmost derivations are defined: at any
step of a derivation only the leftmost nonterminal symbol is
eliminated, and the nonterminal components of a produc-
tion are written to the left of the corresponding components
of the original list, while the terminal component is written
to the right of the terminal component of the original list.
Definition 2.3. Given a k-depth grammar G, the k-list
g=x(A1i) i (1i+1) i+1 } } } (1k)k directly derives the k-list h=
xw(21)1 } } } (2i&1) i&1 (2i1i) i } } } (2k1k)k , written g G h, if
and only if A  w(21)1 (22)2 } } } (2k)k is a production of G.
For instance, if B  ab(X )1 (Y )2 (ZW )3 is a production,
then the list aa(B)2 (CD)3 (H )4 directly derives the list
aaab(X)1 (Y)2 (ZWCD)3 (H )4 .
The reflexive and transitive closure of the relation G is
denoted with *G ; the index G is omitted whenever clear from
the context.
Definition 2.4. A terminal string x is derivable from S
iff (S )1 *x. The language generated by G is L(G)=
[x # VT* | (S )1 *x]. The family of languages generated by
the family of k-depth grammars is denoted by LDk .
The languages [an1 } } } a
n
s | s=2
k] # LDk , but  LDk&1 (see
[2]). The non-context-free language [ww : w # [a, b]*] is
in LD2 . In the following example, a grammar generating the
language [anbncnd nen | n0] is provided, together with a
derivation used throughout the paper as a running example.
Example 2.1. A 3-depth grammar for the language
[anbncnd nen | n0] is G=(VN , VT , P, S, 3) with
VT=[a, b, c, d, e];
VN=[S, A, B, C, C1 , D, D1 , D2 , E, E1 , T, V, W, Z];
P=[S  (AT )1 , T  (E1 V )1 | (E1 W )1 , E1  (E )3
V  (SW )1 , W  (BZ)1 , Z  (C1D1)1 ,
C1  (C )2 , D1  (D2)2 , D2  (D)3
A  a, B  b, C  c, D  d, E  e].
Note that simpler grammars generating the same
language do exist, but this one is more useful to show the
properties of the k-depth languages. Moreover, it has a par-
ticular form, namely the right-hand part of each production
has exactly one non-empty component, all components are
of length less or equal 2, and only the first (leftmost) non-
terminal component has length 2. Such grammars are called
binary normal form grammars. It was proved in [2] that
each k-depth grammar has an equivalent binary normal
form k-depth grammar.
A derivation of aabbccddee is:
(S)1  (AT )1  a(T)1  a(E1V )1  a(V )1 (E )3
 a(SW )1 (E )3  a(ATW )1 (E )3
 aa(TW )1 (E )3  aa(E1WW )1 (E )3
 aa(WW )1 (EE )3  aa(BZW )1 (EE )3
 aab(ZW )1 (EE )3  aab(C1D1W )1 (EE )3
 aab(D1W )1 (C )2 (EE )3  aab(W )1 (D2C )2 (EE )3
 aab(BZ)1 (D2C )2 (EE )3  aabb(Z)1 (D2 C )2 (EE )3
 aabb(C1 D1)1 (D2C )2 (EE )3
 aabb(D1)1 (CD2C )2 (EE )3
 aabb(D2CD2C )2 (EE )3  aabb(CD2C )2 (DEE )3
 aabbc(D2C )2 (DEE )3  aabbc(C )2 (DDEE )3
 aabbcc(DDEE )3 
4 aabbccddee.
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Complete Normal Form
To simplify a parsing algorithm, we consider normal form
grammars only, where, furthermore, the productions of type
(B)h  (C )m , with hm, are not allowed, since they make
possible circular derivations. Grammars of such type are
called in complete normal form and consider a different
alphabet for every component of a list.
Definition 2.5. A k-depth grammar G=(VN , VT ,
P, S1 , k) is called in complete normal form if :
1. VN=N1 _ N2 _ } } } _ Nk , where Ni is the i -indexed
copy of an alphabet N and S1 # N1 .
2. All productions are of the following types:
Ai  (B1C1)1 (1in), Ai # Ni , and B1 , C1 # N1 ,
Ai  (Bh)h Ai # Ni , Bh # Nh , h>i,
Ai  a Ai # Ni , a # VT ,
S1  = iff = # L(G).
3. If Ai  (B1C1)1 or Ai  a are productions in P, then
the productions Aj  (B1C1)1 and Aj  a respectively are in
P for each j with 1 jk ;
4. if Ai  (Bh)h is in P, then Aj  (Bh)h is in P for each
j with 1 j<h.
Statement 2.1. For every k-depth grammar G, there
exists an equivalent k-depth grammar G$ in complete normal
form.
Proof. Let G=(VN , VT , P, S, k) be a k-depth gram-
mar. By Statement 2.2 of [2], we can suppose G in binary
normal form, that is all its productions can be only of the
following types:
A  (:)1 , where 1|:|2, : # VN*
A  (B) i , B # VN ,
A  a, a # VT
S  =, iff = # L(G).
It is not difficult to prove that we can impose a further
constraint on G ; that is, the rules of type A  (:)1 must
have |:|=2. Now let Ni be the i -indexed copy of VN for
each i with 1ik. Let hi be the isomorphism between VN
and Ni defined by hi (A)=Ai for every i with 1ik. Let
P"=[Aj  (:1)1 | (A  (:)1) # P
and :1=h1(:), Aj=hj (A), 1 jk]
_ [Aj  (Bi) i | (A  (B) i) # P
and Bi=hi (B), Aj=hj (A), 1 jk]
_ [Aj  a | (A  a) # P and Aj=hj (A), 1 jk]
V"N=N1 _ N2 _ } } } _ Nk .
It is also easy to prove that the grammar G"=(V"N , VT ,
P", h1(S ), k) is equivalent to G : given a derivation in G",
just drop all indexes to obtain a derivation in G of the same
string; given a derivation in G, just put the correct indexes
to obtain a derivation in G". Let
P$=[P""[Aj  (Bi) i | ji]]
_ [Aj  (Yi) i | j<i and [Aj  (Bi1) i1 ,
Bi1  (Ci2) i2 , ..., Xin  (Yi) i
with i1 , i2 , ..., in j]P"]
_ [Aj  (:1)1 | [Aj  (Bi1) i1 ,
Bi1  (Ci2) i2 , ..., Xin  (:1)1
with i1 , i2 , ..., in j]P"]
_ [Aj  a | [Aj  (Bi1) i1 , Bi1  (Ci2) i2 , ..., Xin  a
with i1 , i2 , ..., in j]P"].
We claim that G$=(V"N , VT , P$, h1(S ), k) is equivalent
to G". Consider the list (Aj:j) j (:j+1) j+1 } } } (:k)k , where the
first i segments (i< j ) of the tape are empty. Expand the
non-terminal Aj by a production Aj  (Bi1) i1 with ji1 ; the
next symbol to expand is Bi1 . Again if the production used
to expand Bi1 has the form Bi1  (Ci2)i2 with ji2 the first
symbol to expand is Ci2 and it is possible to continue until
a non-terminal Xin is found which is expanded by produc-
tions of the following forms: Xin  (Yi) i with i> j, or
Xin  (:1)1 , or Xin  b. In such cases we respectively obtain
the following derivations:
(Aj :j)j (:j+1) j+1 } } } (:k)k
w*
G"
(:j) j (:j+1) j+1 } } } (Yi:i) i } } } (:k)k
or
(Aj :j) j (:j+1) j+1 } } } (:k)k
w*
G"
(:1)1 (:j) j (:j+1) j+1 } } } (:k)k
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or
(Aj:j) j (:j+1) j+1 } } } (:k)k
w*
G"
b(:j) j (:j+1) j+1 } } } (:k)k
Then expanding Aj in G$ by production Aj  (Yi) i or by
Aj  (:1)1 or by Aj  b which are in P$, we obtain respec-
tively:
(Aj:j) j (:j+1) j+1 } } } (:k)k
w
G$
(:j) j (:j+1) j+1 } } } (Yi:i)i } } } (:k)k
or
(Aj :j) j (:j+1) j+1 } } } (:k)k
w
G$
(:1)1 (:j)j (:j+1) j+1 } } } (:k)k
or
(Aj:j) j (:j+1) j+1 } } } (:k)k
w
G$
b(:j) j (:j+1) j+1 } } } (:k)k
Hence any derivation in G", even if it uses productions
that are not in G$, can be simulated by a (possibly shorter)
derivation in G$ : L(G") is contained in L(G$). To prove the
opposite inclusion let (Aj:j)j (:j+1) j+1 } } } (:k)k be a list,
where the first i segments (i< j ) of the tape are empty. Con-
sider a derivation of this string in G$ ; if each production
used in this derivation belongs to G", then this derivation is
a derivation in G" too. Suppose that a production which
does not belong to P" is used in the derivation. We can
assume without loss of generality that Aj is expanded by the
production Aj  ; not belonging to P". By construction of
P$ there is a sequence Aj  (Bi1) i1 , Bi1  (Ci2) i2 , ..., Xin  ;
with i1 , i2 , ..., in j, of productions in P", and expanding Aj
by the sequence of productions in P", we obtain in n steps
the same result obtained in G$ by a step. Hence any deriva-
tion in G$, even if it uses productions that are not in G", can
be simulated by a (possibly longer) derivation in G" : L(G$)
is contained in L(G").
It is easy to prove that G$ satisfies conditions 1, 2, 3, and
4 of Definition 2.5. K
Remark 2.1. Statement 2.1 above allows us to study
parsing techniques only for a very simplified normal form.
From its proof, it can also be easily derived that the size of
the equivalent complete normal form grammar G$ (that is,
the number of its production), is polinomially related with
the size of the original grammar G. In fact, it can be verified
that G can be put in binary normal form with a polynomial
increase of its productions; the number of productions P" is
|P|k, since we have exactly k productions in P" for every
production in P ; the number of productions in P$ is
O( |P"|k), since the sequences of productions in the defini-
tion of P" can have length at most k.
Assumption. Unless explicitly stated, in the following we
will consider complete normal form k-depth grammars only
and will not use indexes to distinguish the elements of the
alphabets N1 , ..., Nk ; when a nonterminal is in the h th com-
ponent, it belongs to Nh . To denote productions of type
A  (B)g , A  a, and A  (BC )1 , with A # Nh , we use the
shorthands Ah  (B)g , Ah  a, and Ah  (BC )1 .
Some Considerations about the Properties of k-Depth
Languages
We now give an intuitive account of the properties which
are later exploited to build a parsing algorithm for k-depth
languages. We suppose G is in complete normal form, but
we will drop all unnecessary indexes of the nonterminal
alphabet.
Consider a grammar G, with the symbols C and D in VN
and suppose there is a derivation from C : (C)1 *# and from
D, (D)1 *$.
Let #1 be the terminal string derived in the derivation
from (C )1 until the first component gets empty. Of course,
#1 is a prefix of #. At that point of the derivation, non-ter-
minal strings have been generated on the other components:
(C )1 * #1(121)2 (131)3 } } } (1k1)k * #.
The index i1 of the string in the i th component points out
that 1i1 is a string of symbols generated on the i th compo-
nent from symbols on the first one, before the first compo-
nent becomes empty. The same argument and a similar
notation can be applied to the derivation from
D : (D)1 *$1(221)2 (231)3 } } } (2k1)k *$.
Consider now a derivation starting from (CD)1 . We can
apply the first steps of the derivation from (C)1 , until in
such derivation the first component gets empty. At this
point, D is the unique symbol of the first component. Hence,
(CD)1 * #1(D)1 (121)2 (131)3 } } } (1k1)k
* #1$1(221121)2 (231131)3 } } } (2k11k1)k .
In the derivation from C, the second component at some
point becomes empty for the first time. Note that it is possible
that, in one or more steps, some symbols are written again on
the first component, but eventually both the first and second
components will get empty. In the meanwhile, non-terminal
strings are written on components 3, 4, ..., k. We denote the
ith non-terminal string with 1i21 , and the terminal string
generated with these steps with #21 . Thus,
(C )1 * #1#21(1321131)3 } } } (1k211k1)k .
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Analogously, (D)1 * $1$21(2321231)3 } } } (2k212k1)k
* $. Hence, (CD)1 *#1 $1$21#21(13212321 231 131)3 } } }
(1k212k212k11k1)k .
In the derivation from C, 131 and 1321 , generate the ter-
minal strings #31 and #321 and the non-terminal string 1i31
and 1i321 for the ith component, i>3, and analogously for
the derivation from D. Then,
(CD)1 * #1 $1$21#21#321$321$31#31
(14312431 24321 14321 14212421241141)4 } } }
(1k312k312k321 1k3211k21 2k3212k211k1)k .
Iterating this argument, it is not difficult to see that every
time a component i gets empty for the first time the number
of merged non-terminal strings in components greater than
i has doubled. When the derivation from (CD)1 is com-
pleted, the terminal string is the result of the splitting and
merging of 2k&1 substrings of # and 2k&1 substrings of $. If
there is a production of type A  (CD)1 , then there is the
derivation: (A)1  (CD)1 *:.
Following the same notation as above, : can be split in
:1 , :21 , :321 , ..., :k1 , and it is easy to verify that :1=#1$1 ,
:21=$21#21 , :321=#321$321 , ... .
The above argument shows that the parsing trees
of k-depth languages are quite different from the trees of
context-free ones. In context-free languages, if A  CD
is a production and C *# and D *$, then A *#$ (see
Fig. 2.1).
The CKY algorithm profits from this property to build
binary parsing trees on the string x=a1 } } } an to be
recognized, with a Chomsky normal form grammar. The
algorithm must store two O(n) parameters for every tree,
that is, the starting and ending position of the substring
generated by the tree. Hence there are O(n2) different trees
for a string of length n (the number of symbols of VN has no
relevance for the asymptotics). To generate a new tree with
parameters (i, j ) the algorithm must check whether there is
a pair of tree with values (i, k) and (k+1, j ), respectively.
Since this operation is O(n) and must be repeated for every
tree, CKY is O(n3). The algorithm operates as follows: it
uses a triangular n_n matrix T, whose elements ti, j (i< j )
are sets of non-terminal symbols; every element of ti, i+1 of
the first diagonal of the matrix is initialized with the symbols
X such that there is a production X  ai+1 ; the algorithm
FIG. 2.1. A parsing tree for the context-free derivation A  CD + #$.
uses the previous property of parsing trees to fill the matrix,
diagonal after diagonal. There is only one filling rule:
if A  CD and t.e. k< j s.t. C # ti, k , D # tk, j ,
then A is put in ti, j .
After the execution of the algorithm, A # ti, j if and only if
A *ai+1 } } } aj , and S # t0, n if and only if S *a1 } } } an .
In normal form k-depth grammars, there are three dif-
ferent kinds of productions. For those of type A  (CD)1 ,
the string generated by the non-terminal C is merged with
the string generated by D (see Fig. 2.2 for the case k=3).
A parsing algorithm should control the merging. It must
store for every tree the starting and the ending positions of
every one of the 2k&1 merged substrings, that is, 2k
parameters, every one being O(n). This can be achieved by
storing the 2k&1 lengths of the #i 's in a vector r and the
2k&1&1 lengths of every gap where another string can be
inserted in a vector s. The total number of trees is O(n2k),
compared with the O(n2) of CKY. To build a tree, the algo-
rithm must consider all pairs of trees such that the merging
is possible. Since this must be repeated for every tree, the
upper bound for the complexity of the algorithm is O(n3*2k).
This bound can be slightly improved, since some of the
parameters are not independent, as shown in Section 4.
For productions of type A  (B) i , to build a tree with
root A the algorithm must check whether there exists
another tree with root B, and verify some conditions on the
values of its parameters r and s. This operation is O(n2k),
giving for the total complexity an additional O(n2k+1), which
is of no interest for the asymptotics.
The productions of type A  a can be easily dealt with.
In [3] we considered the simplified case k=2 and defined
an O(n6) algorithm.
Definition 2.6. Let d be a derivation (21)1 } } } (2k)k *x.
A j -minimal subderivation d(0, j, n, m) of d is the empty
derivation or a derivation (0) j w
m :(1j+1) j+1 } } } (1k)k :
1. d can be factored in: (21)1 } } } (2k)k 
n ;(08) j
(9j+1) j+1 } } } (9k)k w
m ;:(8) j (1j+19j+1) j+1 } } }
(1k9k)k *x ;
FIG. 2.2. A derivation tree for (A)1  (CD)1 
+ :.
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2. d(0, j, n, m) is obtained by applying to the list 0 the
same sequence of productions which are applied in d from
step n+1 to step n+m.
3. no list of d, other than the last one, has the first j com-
ponents equal to =.
The attribute ``minimal'' is justified by the following con-
sideration. Consider two j -minimal subderivation of d,
d(0, j, n, m) and d(0, j, n, r). Then, r=m ; that is, there is
no shorter subderivation resulting in a list with the first j
components equal to =.
Example 2.2. Consider the following derivation d1 of
Example 2.1: (T)1  (E1W)1  (W)1 (E)3  (BZ)1 (E)3 
b(Z)1 (E )3  b(C1 D1)1 (E)3  b(D1)1 (C)2 (E )3 
b(D2C)2 (E)3  b(C )2 (DE )3  bc(DE )3 *bcde=9, and
consider its subderivation: (T)1  (E1 W )1  (W )1 (E)3 
(BZ)1 (E )3  b(Z)1 (E )3  b(C1D1)1 (E )3  b(D1)1
(C )2 (E )3  b(D2C )2 (E)3 . This derivation is 1-minimal,
that is, a d1(T, 1, 0, 7). Its result is a list with an empty first
component, obtained by never emptying the first compo-
nent before the last step. The derivation (D2 C)2 
(C )2 (D)3  c(D)3 is a 2-minimal subderivation of d1 ,
because its result is a list with the two first components
equal to =, obtained without emptying the second compo-
nent before the last step.
Definition 2.7. The function seq: N[0]  N* is
defined as follows (N* is the set of finite sequences of
natural numbers, including the empty sequence =):
seq(i) =
def
if i=1 then 1 else h+1 v seq(2h&i+1),
where h=1+wlg2(i&1)x.
w jx is the greatest integer less than or equal to k. The sym-
bol v is used to separate elements or subsequences of a
sequence. It can be considered a concatenation symbol and
therefore omitted when no confusion can arise. Usually it is
replaced by a space, but it will be always used to separate a
subsequence of length greater than 1. |q| is the length of the
sequence q.
Example 2.3. Here there are the stack sequences seq(i)
for 1i16:
seq(i): 1 21 321 31 431 4321 421 41
i : 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
seq(i): 541 5421 54321 5431 531 5321 521 51
i : 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
The inverse of seq is a function, seq&1: SEQ  N. For
instance, seq&1(5 4 3 2 1)=11.
Definition 2.8. The elements of the set SEQ=
i=0 seq(i) are called stack sequences.
Definition 2.9. (i) If q # SEQ, p # N*, and p v q #
SEQ, then p can lead the sequence q.
(ii) Let first : SEQ  N be such that first(1)=1 and
first( g v q)= g for all g>1, q # SEQ, g v q # SEQ.
(iii) We define an ordering relation < on the set SEQ in
this way: for all p and q in SEQ, p<q iff seq&1( p)<
seq&1(q).
It is easy to see from Example 2.3 that the stack sequences
from place 9 to place 16 can be obtained by prefacing the
sequences from place 8 to place 1 with the number 5. This
and other properties are generalized in the following state-
ment, whose proof is omitted.
Statement 2.2. (a) For j>1, seq(2 j)= j+1 1.
(b) For j1, for all p s.t. 1 p2 j, seq(2 j+ p)=
j+2 v seq(2 j& p+1).
(c) For every q # SEQ, |q| is odd iff and only if seq&1(q)
is odd.
(d) For every h such that g>h>1 and for every
q # N* that can lead g h 1, seq&1(q v g h 1)=
seq&1(q v g 1)+(&1) |q|+1 (2h&1&1)=seq&1(q v g 1)+
(&1)seq
&1(q v g 1)+1 (2h&1&1).
(e) For all i, i=seq&1(q v h 1) if and only if there exists
a nonnegative integer t such that either i=2h&1(1+2t) or
i=2h&1(1+2t)+1 and i<2k&1 and i is odd if and only if |q|
is odd. In such case we have respectively seq&1(q v 1)=
i&2h&1+1 or seq&1(q v 1)=i+2h&1&1.
(f ) For all i, there exists q leading g h 1 such that
seq&1(q v g h 1)=i, if and only if there exists a nonnegative
integer t such that either i=2 g&1(1+2t)&2h&1+1 or i=
2 g&1(1+2t)+2h&1 and i<2k&1. In such a case we have
seq&1(q v g 1)=i+(&1) i+1 (2h&1&1).
Statement 2.2 allows us to denote explicitly the natural
numbers corresponding to certain particular sequences,
such as q v g h 1, that are often used in the statements and
definitions of Section 3. However, in the rest of the paper we
will explicitly make use of the sequences and leave their
numerical values to some of the proofs of Section 3, when
they are needed.
Definition 2.10. Let G be a mapping from derivations
and SEQ to VN*, defined inductively as follows, for all
derivations d : (2)g *x, with x=a1 } } } an # VT*, 2 # N +g :
Base. if g=1 then G(d, 1)=def 2 ; if g>1 then
G(d, q)=def = for all q # SEQ such that q< g v 1,
and G(d, g v 1)=def 2.
Induction. Let q # SEQ, h=first(q). Suppose that the
following two properties hold for the value G(d, q):
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1. G(d, q) # Nh*;
2. There exists one and only one h-minimal sub-
derivation of d : (G(d, q))h *w(6h+1)h+1 } } } (6k)k
with w a consecutive substring of x, 6i # Ni*.
Then for all j such that 1 jk&h, let
G(d, h+ j v q)=def 6h+ j .
For instance, in the derivation shown in Example 2.2
G(d1 , 1) = T, G(d1 , 2 1) = D2C, G(d1 , 3 1) = E,
G(d1 , 3 2 1)=D.
Statement 2.3. Given a derivation d : (2)g *x, G(d, q)
is defined for all q # SEQ. Moreover, in case g>1,
G(d, q)== for all q that do not end in g v 1.
Corollary 2.1. G(d, p) # N*first( p) (the alphabet of a
string G(d, p) is the alphabet of the component corresponding
to the first element of stack sequence p).
Definition 2.11. Let d : (A)g *x be a derivation and
suppose that d can be factored in a sequence1 of 2k&1 mini-
mal subderivations of d, called the canonical sequence of d,
such that the i th subderivation is empty or is
G(d, q) * xdi (G(d, h+1 v q))h+1 } } } (G(d, k v q))k ,
with q=seq(i), h=first(q), xdi # VT*, and x=x
d
1 } } } x
d
2k&1 .
The terminal strings xd1 , ..., x
d
2k&1 are called the canonical
components of x in d.
Corollary 2.2. Any derivation d : (A)g *x can be fac-
tored in one and only one canonical sequence.
The derivation d from S of Example 2.1 can be factored in
the following sequence of 23&1=4 minimal subderivations:
(S )1 O1 aabb(D2CD2C )2 (EE )3
(D2CD2C)2 O2 cc(DD)3
(DD)3 O3 dd
(EE )3 O4 ee.






Notation. For the sake of clarity, in the following we
shall use different uppercase Greek letters to denote the
mapping G : we use 3 for derivations of type A * ..., 1 for
derivations of type B * ..., 9 for derivations of type AB * ... .
We also drop the index of the derivation, and use 3q , 1q ,
9q instead of G(d, q). The index d of the canonical com-
ponents xdi is also omitted when it is clear from the context;
when confusion can arise, we use :i , ;i , #i , ..., to differen-
tiate xi for various derivations. In a few cases, we use
:q , ;q , ... instead of :seq&1(q) , ;seq&1(q) , ..., but this is always
clear from the context and explicitly noted.
Definition 2.12. Let j=first(seq(n+1)) and h be s.t.
first(seq(n+h+1))= j+1 and first(seq(n+h))= j, and let
(A)g *: be a derivation. Then we define 3 j as the string
3seq(n+1)3seq(n+2) } } } 3seq(n+h) , and 3i, for j+1ik, as
the string 3i v seq(n) 3i v seq(n&1) } } } 3i 1 . Note that if we let
f =seq&1(i v seq(n)), then we can also write 3i as
3seq( f ) 3seq( f +1) } } } 3seq( f +n) . 3i obviously does not denote
3 to the i th power.
Corollary 2.3. Suppose that the conditions of Defini-
tion 2.12 are verified for the derivation d : (A)g *:. Then, the
result of the consecutive application of all the steps of the first
n minimal subderivations of the canonical sequence of d is :
(A)g *:1 } } } :n(3 j) j (3 j+1) j+1 } } } (32k)k , where :1 } } } :n
are the first n canonical components of d.
3. PROPERTIES AND NOTATIONS OF THE
DERIVATIONS
In this section we develop a notation and study the
properties that allow us to control derivations during the
execution of the parsing algorithm.
Definition 3.1. Let (A)1 *:, (B)1 * ;, (C)h *# be
derivations. For all m, 1m2k&1, mergeh(:, ;, #) holds if
and only if :
v for h=1, #m=(if m is odd then :m ;m else ;m:m);
v for h>1, if there is q # SEQ _ [=] s.t. m=
seq&1(q v h 1) then, taking j=seq&1(q v 1),
#m=(if m is odd then :m ;m ;m+1:m+1 } } } ;j :j
else :j ;j } } } ;m:m),
else #m==.
Example 3.1. In the derivation of Example 2.1 let us
consider the subderivation from T : (T )1 *bcde=
12 3 4=, with 1=b, 2=c, 3=d, 4=e. In the
subderivation from W of the same example we have:
(W)1 *bcd=#=#1 #2#3#4 , with #1=b, #2=c, #3=d,
#4==. In the subderivation from TW we have
(TW )1 * bbccdde=:=:1:2:3:4 , with :1=bb, :2=cc,
:3=dd, :4=e. It is also :1=1 #1 , :2=#22 , :3=3#3 ,
:4=#4 4 ; that is, merge1(, #, :) is verified.
Example 3.2. Consider any 3-depth grammar allowing
the following two derivations that are here given following
the respective canonical sequences:
(A)1 * :1(A$)2 (A")3 * :1:2(A$$$A")3 *:1 :2:3(A")3 *
:1 :2 :3 :4=: ;
(B)1 * ;1(B$)2 (B")3 * ;1;2(B$$$B")3 *;1 ;2;3(B")3 *
;1 ;2 ;3 ;4=;.
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If C2  (AB)1 is a production, then we can build the
following derivation:
(C )2 * :1(B)1 (A$)2 (A")3 * :1 ;1(B$A$)2 (B"A")3 *
:1 ;1 ;2(A$)2 (B$$$B"A")3 * :1 ;1 ;2 :2(A$$$B$$$B"A")3 *
:1 ;1 ;2:2 :3(B$$$B"A")3 * :1 ;1 ;2:2:3 ;3(B"A")3 *
:1 ;1 ;2:2 :3 ;3 ;4(A")3 * :1 ;1 ;2 :2:3 ;3 ;4:4 .
If we denote with #i the canonical components of this
derivation and with 1q its mapping G, then 11=131== by
Statement 2.3 and therefore #1=#4== by Definition 2.11;
121=C by the base of Definition 2.10 and #2=:1 ;1 ;2 :2
by Definition 2.11 (#2 is the terminal string derived just
before emptying the second component for the first time);
1321=A$$$B$$$B"A" by Definition 2.10 and #3=:3 ;3 ;4:4 by
Definition 2.11.
We claim that merge2(:, ;, #) holds. In fact, seq(1)=1
and seq(4)=31, and that they do not end in 21: #1=#4==
by Definition 3.1. Moreover, since seq&1(21)=2 and
seq&1(1)=1, by Definition 3.1 we obtain #2=:1 ;1 ;2:2 .
Since seq&1(321)=3 and seq&1(31)=4, we obtain #3=
:3 ;3 ;4:4 .
It is also possible to consider the derivation from (AB)1 :
(AB)1 *:1 ;1 ;2 :2 :3 ;3 ;4 :4 . In this case, if we denote with
$j the canonical components of this derivation, it should be
clear following the previous derivation from (C )2 that
$1=:1 ;1 , $2=;2 :2 , $3=:3 ;3 , $4=;4:4 . In this case,
merge1(:, ;, $) holds.
We now study the properties of the derivations whose
first step is of type (C )h  (AB)1 or of type (A)h  (B)g .
Note that, since the grammar is in complete normal form,
the only possibility left is that a derivation is of type
(A)h  a, a derivation for which no further study is needed.
Statement 3.1. For all :, ;, A, B, C such that Ch 
(AB)1 # P and (A)1 *:, (B)1 *;, there exists a derivation
(C )h  (AB)1 *#, with mergeh(:, ;, #).
Proof. We distinguish the cases h=1 and h>1. In case
h=1, by the definition of merge, (3.1), it is enough to prove
that for all i, #i=if i is odd then :i ;i else ;i:i . It is con-
venient to strengthen this statement in order to carry out an
inductive proof. We prove the following fact, from which the
previous statement follows immediately, letting n=2k&1.
Given n>0, consider the two derivations (A)1 *:,
(B)1 *;, and limit them to the first n canonical com-
ponents; that is, (A)1 *:1 } } } :n(3 j) j (3 j+1)j+1 } } } (3k)k
and (B)1 *;1 } } } ;n(1 j) j (1 j+1)j+1 } } } (1 k)k , with j=first
(seq(n+1)). Then (AB)1 *#1 } } } #n(9 j) j (9 j+1) j+1 } } }
(9 k)k , the #i 's being its canonical components, with:
(1) #i=if i is odd then :i ;i else ;i:i ,
(2) 9 i is such that for all nonnegative integer h such
that i v seq(h) # SEQ, 9i v seq(h)=if seq
&1(i v seq(h)) is odd
then 3i v seq(h) 1i v seq(h) else 1i v seq(h)3i v seq(h) .
The proof is by induction on n.
Base step. If (A)1 *:1(321)2 (331)3 } } } (3k1)k and
(B)1 *;1(121)2 (131)3 } } } (1k1)k then (AB)1 *:1(B)1
(321)2 (331)3 } } } (3k1)k * :1 ;1(121321)2 (131331)3 } } }
(1k1 3k1)k .
Inductive step. If our hypotheses hold, the derivations
from A and B can be factored:
(A)1 * :1 } } } :n&1(3seq(n) 3 j)j (3j+1 v seq(n&1) } } }
3j+1 1) j+1 } } } (3k v seq(n&1) } } } 3k 1)k * :1 } } } :n(3
j) j
(3 j+1) j+1 } } } (3k)k ;
(B)1 * ;1 } } } ;n&1(1seq(n) 1 j) j (1j+1 v seq(n&1) } } }
1j+1 1) j+1 } } } (1k v seq(n&1) } } } 1k 1)k * ;1 } } } ;n(1
j) j
(1 j+1) j+1 } } } (1 k)k .
Note that for j+1ik 3i=3i v seq(n) 3i v seq(n&1) } } }
3i 1 and 1 i=1i v seq(n) 1i v seq(n&1) } } } 1i 1 . By inductive
hypothesis, from AB we can build the derivation:
(AB)1 * #1 } } } #n&1(9seq(n) 9 j)j (9j+1 v seq(n&1) } } }
9j+1 1) j+1 } } } (9k v seq(n&1) } } } 9k 1)k , where #i and 9
i
satisfy (1) and (2). Let n be odd. Then 9seq(n)=3seq(n)1seq(n)
by inductive hypothesis. Thus,
(AB)1 * #1 } } } #n&1(3seq(n) 1seq(n) 9 j) j (9j+1 v seq(n&1)
} } } 9j+1 1) j+1 } } } (9k v seq(n&1) } } } 9k 1)k * #1 } } } #n&1
:n(1seq(n) 9 j) j (3j+1 v seq(n)9j+1 v seq(n&1) } } } 9j+1 1)j+1
} } } (3k v seq(n)9k v seq(n&1) } } } 9k 1)k * #1 } } } #n&1
:n ;n(9 j) j (1j+1 v seq(n)3j+1 v seq(n) 9j+1 v seq(n&1) } } }
9j+1 1) j+1 } } } (1k v seq(n) 3k v seq(n)9k v seq(n&1) } } } 9k 1)k ,
the last string being #1 } } } #n(9 j) j (9 j+1) j+1 } } } (9 k)k ,
where for jik, 9 i=9i v seq(n)9i v seq(n&1) } } } 9i 1 .
Hence #n=:n ;n and 9h v seq(n)=1h v seq(n)3h v seq(n) for all
hk such that h v seq(n) is a stack sequence, where
obviously seq&1(h v seq(n)) is even.
The case of n even is treated in an analogous way. Let
h>1. Analogously to case h=1, we prove a stronger state-
ment, in order to use induction:
If (A)1 *:1 } } } :2 j&1(3 j+1) j+1 } } } (3k)k and (B)1 *
;1 } } } ;2 j&1(1 j+1) j+1 } } } (1 k)k then (C)h  (AB)1 *#1#2 } } }
#2 j&h(9 j+1) j+1 } } } (9 k)k with
(i) 9seq(i) and #i are not = only if i=seq&1(q v h 1) for
some q leading h 1;
(ii) If i=seq&1(q v h 1) for some q leading h 1, then
#i=if i is odd
then :seq&1(q v h 1) ;seq&1(q v h 1) ;seq&1(q v h 1)+1
:seq&1(q v h 1)+1 } } } ;seq&1(q v 1): seq&1(q v 1)
else :seq&1(q v 1) ;seq&1(q v 1) ;seq&1(q v 1)+1:seq&1(q v 1)+1
} } } ;seq&1(q v h 1): seq&1(q v h 1) .
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(iii) Let seq(i)=q v h 1, first (q v h 1)=r then 9 r is
such that
9q v h 1=if |q| is odd
then 3q v h 11q v h 1 } } } 3q v 2 11q v 2 11q v 13q v 1
else 3q v 1 1q v 1 1q v 2 13q v 2 1 3q v 3 2 11q v 3 2 1 } } }
1q v h 13q v h 1 .
Since h>1, then 9h 1=C, 9p== for all p such
that p does not end in h 1, for Statement 2.3, and also
#seq&1( p)==, because it is derived from 9p . Now the first
minimal subderivation from 9h 1 is 9h 1  (AB)1 
n
x2h&1(9h+1 h 1)h+1 (9h+2 h 1)h+2 } } } (9k h 1)k . We can
apply the same n steps from 91=AB ; such a derivation
empties all the first h components. It is easy to see that the
derivation is composed of the first 2h&1 minimal subderiva-
tions of the canonical sequence of (AB)1 * y, that is, those
corresponding to the stack sequences from 1 to h 1. Hence,
(AB)1 
n :1 ;1 ;2:2:3 ;3 } } } ;2h&1 :2h&1
(3h+1 h 11h+1 h 1 } } }
3h+1 2 1 1h+1 2 1 1h+1 1 3h+1 1)h+1 } } }
(3k h 1 1k h 1 } } } 3k 2 11k 2 1 1k 13k 1)k .
Then #2h&1=:1 ;1 ;2:2:3 ;3 } } } ;2h&1 :2h&1 which is the
base step for (ii) and 9h+v h 1=3h+v h 11h+v h 1 } } }
3h+v 2 11h+v 2 11h+v 13h+v 1 which is the base step for
(iii) (for |q|=1, q=h+v, v1).
For the inductive step, let i be odd: 9q v h 1=3q v h 1
1q v h 1 } } } 3q v 2 1 1q v 2 11q v 13q v 1 , with f =first(q). The
same argument applied in the base case should convince us:
9q v h 1 *# seq&1(q v h 1)(9f +1 v q v h 1)f +1 } } } (9k v q v h 1)k
and
3q v h 1 1q v h 1 } } } 3q v 2 11q v 2 1 1q v 13q v 1 *:seq&1(q v h 1)
;seq&1(q v h 1) } } } ;seq&1(q v 1):seq&1(q v 1)(3f +1 v q v 11f +1 v q v 1
1f +1 v q v 2 13f +1 v q v 2 1 } } } 1f +1 v q v h 13f +1 v q v h 1)f +1 } } }
(3k v q v 1 1k v q v 11k v q v 2 13k v q v 2 1 } } } 1k v q v h 13k v q v h 1)k
are equal derivations. The case where i is even is treated
analogously: starting from 3q v 11q v 11q v 2 13q v 2 1 } } }
1q v h 13q v h 1 we find:
#seq&1(q vh 1)=:seq&1(q v1) ;seq&1(q v1) } } } ;seq&1(q vh 1):seq&1(q vh 1)
and
9h+v v q v h 1 = 3h+v v q v h 11h+v v q v h 1 } } } 3h+v v q v 2 1
1h+v v q v 2 11h+v v q v 13h+v v q v 1 . K
Example 3.3. In Example 3.1, we note that (TW )1 *:,
(T )1 *, (W)1 *#, and that merge1(, #, :) is verified. In
Example 3.2, we note that (A)1 *:, (B)1 *; and (C )2 
(AB)1 *#, and we verified that merge2(:, ;, #) holds.
Statement 3.2. For all A, B, C, # such that (C )h 
(AB)1 *#, there exist :, ; : (A)1 *:, (B)1 *;, and
mergeh(:, ;, #).
Proof. The proof is similar to the one of Statement 3.1.
Statement 3.3. For all A, B, : (A)h  (B)g 
n : if and
only if there exists ; such that (B)g 
n ; and :
v for h=1, :m=;m for all m ;
v for h>1, for all m such that there exists q that can lead
g h 1 with m=seq&1(q v g h 1), :m=;j , with j=
seq&1(q v g 1), for all other i :i==.
Proof. It is a straightforward consequence of the
following fact, for n=2k&1: (B)g * y1 y2 } } } yn(1 j) j
(1 j+1) j+1 } } } (1 k)k * y, where 1seq(i)=xi== for all i such
that seq&1(i) does not end by g 1, if and only if the follow-
ing four conditions hold:
1. (A)h  (B)g * x1x2 } } } xn(3 j) j (3 j+1) j+1 } } }
(3k)k , where for all i, 1i2k&1, if seq(i) does not end by
g h 1 for h>1 and by g 1 for h=1, then 3seq(i)=xi==.
2. (A)h  (B)g *x with x= y
3. 3g h 1=1g 1=B for h>1, 3g 1=1g 1=B for h=1
4. If h=1 and seq(i)=q v g 1, then 3q v g 1=1q v g 1
else if h>1 and seq(i)=q v g h 1, then 3q v g h 1=1q v h 1 .
Let (B)g * y1 y2 } } } yn(1 j)j (1 j+1)j+1 } } } (1 k)k * y,
where 1seq(i)=xi== for all i such that seq(i) does not end by
g 1. To prove part 1 suppose h>1. If (A)h  (B)g then
3h 1=A, 3g h 1=B, 3q== for all q such q< g h 1 and
q{h 1, for the definition of 3. It is also easy to note that all
values 3p , such that p ends with a stack sequence q, are
derived from 3q in one or more minimal subderivations.
Hence, any value 3p , such that p does not end in g h 1 is =,
by Statement 2.3; also xseq&1( p)==, because it is derived from
3p . The case h=1 is identical, with g 1 instead of g h 1.
Part 2 is straightforward. Part 3 follows from Defini-
tion 2.10 of 3 as G(d, q). To prove part 4 note that after the
step (A)h  (B)g the derivations from A and from B proceed
identically, but if h>1, 3g h 1=B. The first minimal sub-
derivation from 3g h 1 empties the gth component as well as
the first minimal derivation from 1g 1=B.
The proof of the converse is analogous to the previous
one. K
Example 3.4. Consider a 5-depth grammar G that
allows the derivation that we give here following its canoni-
cal sequence, using the notation ;q to denote ;seq&1(q) :
(B)3*;31 (B")5 *;31;431(B$$$B")5 *;31;431 ;5431(B")5 *;31;431;5431 ;531
=;.
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If there is a production of type A2  (B)3 , we can reproduce
the same derivation starting from A : (A)2 *:=;.
However, the canonical components are different. For
instance, consider the string ;31 ; in the derivation from A
we can derive the same string, but by Definitions 2.10 and
2.11 now this is the component :321 , since it is derived from
the second component and not directly from the third one.
Therefore, the string : generated from A is such that:
:321=;31 , :4321=;431 , :54321=;5431 , :5321=;531 , and all
the other canonical components are equal to =, that is,
exactly Statement 3.3 with h=2, g=3.
In the previous statements we have only considered how
to merge the various substrings. However, in order to
develop a parsing algorithm we need to control various
numerical values. In the example of Fig. 2.2, when com-
bining #1#2#3#4 with ;1 ;2 ;3 ;4 we need to control, for
instance, that ;1 ;2 is exactly the substring of x which
follows #1 and precedes #2 . This can be achieved by
memorizing the length of #1 and the length of the gap
between #1 and #2 , where another string can be inserted. In
general, we must memorize a vector r, giving the lengths of
the 2k&1 parts of #, and a vector s, giving the lengths of the
2k&1&1 gaps between the consecutive parts of #. Then
doing the same for $.
Hence we need to extend the notation and to generalize
Statements 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3. This does not require new
insights into the structure of the k-depth derivations, but
only to rephrase the previous results, calculating the correct
relationships among the lengths of the various substrings.
First, given a string x=a1 } } } an , we introduce the nota-
tion (A)g  xi, r, s, to denote that from A it is possible to
derive a string of substrings of x, starting from ai+1 and
with the lengths and the gaps of the various canonical com-
ponents given by two mappings r and s.
Definition 3.2. Let x=a1 } } } an be a string of VT*, r :
[i | 1i2k&1]  [ j | 0 jn] and s : [i | 1i2k&1&1]
 [ j | 0 jn], with 02k&1m=1 r[m]+
2k&1&1
m=1 s[m]




For all j such that 1 j2k&1 let xi, r, s[ j]=def
az } } } az+w , that is, a consecutive substring of x, where z=
i+1+ j&1m=1 (r[m]+s[m]) and w=r[ j]&1. Then,
xi, r, s=def xi, r, s[1] xi, r, s[2] } } } xi, r, s[2k&1].
Example 3.5. For k=2, r[1]=1, s[1]=2, r[2]=3,
x=a1 } } } a9 , then x3, r, s[1]=a4 , x3, r, s[2]=a7a8a9; that
is, x3, r, s=a4 a7a8a9 .
To simplify many expressions, we will often use the nota-
tion 7s for 2k&1&1m=1 s[m], 7r for 
2k&1
m=1 r[m].
Notation. If (A)g *:, and for all j, the j th canonical
component, :j , is equal to xi, r, s[ j], then we write
(A)g *xi, r, s.
Remark 3.1. The condition (A)g *xi, r, s is stronger
than the condition (A)g *:, with :=xi, r, s, because it
requires that all canonical components :j are equal to
xi, r, s[ j]. The introduction of this notation is justified by the
need of verifying, given a string x, whether (S )1 *x. It is
possible to verify that if (S )1 *x then (1) there exist r and
s such that (S )1 *x0, r, s, with 7r=n and 7s=0 and (2) all
subderivations of (S )1 *x0, r, s can be written with the xi, r, s
notation.
We now study the properties of the derivations when
using the xi, r, s notation. We consider separately the three
kinds of productions of the complete normal form: Ah  a,
Ah  (BC )1 , Ah  (B)g . For every production we define a
predicate, called respectively R1, R2, or R3 that includes all
the relevant properties on the values i, r, s when applying
that production as the first step of a derivation. Unfor-
tunately, in some cases this study demands lengthy proofs
and definitions.
First we consider the productions of type Ah  a. Let j be
the position of a in x ; we now determine the values i, r, s
such that (A)h  xi, r, s. Obviously, the only canonical com-
ponent different from = in this case is the component of
index seq&1(h 1)=2h&1. Then, r[2h&1]=1, 7r=1. The
sum of all the gaps up to this component must be equal to
z= j&(i+1). These constraints are formalized by the
following definition.
Definition 3.3. The predicate R1 is defined as:
R1(i, z, r, s, h) is true if and only if the following condition
holds: r[2h&1]=1, r[ p]=0 for every p{2h&1 (i.e.,
seq( p){h 1) and 2h&1&1p=1 s[ p]=z.
Statement 3.4. (A)h *xi, r, s and there exists a non-
negative integer z such that R1(i, z, r, s, h) is true if and only
if Ah  a, where a is the (i+z+1) th character of x.
Proof. If Ah  a and a occurs in x as the j th character,
1 j|x|, then, by Definition 3.2, (A)h *xi, r, s for every
i, z, r, s such that i+z+1= j, while R1(i, z, r, s, h) holds by
Definition 3.3. Conversely if (A)h *xi, r, s and there exists a
nonnegative integer z such that R1(i, z, r, s, h) is true then
the only nonempty string of xi, r, s is xi, r, s[2h&1] which has
length 1 and is the (i+z+1)th character of x. K
We now need to study productions of type Ch  (AB)1 .
Let us consider mergeh(:, ;, #), with :m=xi $, r$, s$[m], ;m=
xi", r", s"[m], #m=xi, r, s for all m.
First, suppose h=1. By Definition 3.1, #m=(if m is odd
then :m ;m else ;m :m). Obviously, r[m]=|#m|=
|:m|+|;m|=r$[m]+r"[m]. Consider now a fragment
of # composed of more than one component, such as
#m#m+1#m+2: this is equal, if m is odd, to :m ;m ;m+1
:m+1:m+2 ;m+2. Clearly, the gap after #m is the gap after
;m ; that is, in general s[m]=if m is odd then s"[m] else
s$[m]. We can compose correctly these components only if
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the gap between :m and :m+1 is equal to the sum of the
lengths of ;m , ;m+1 , and the gap between ;m and ;m+1 (see
Fig. 3.1).
This can be written:
if m is odd then s$[m]=r"[m]+s"[m]+r"[m+1]
else s"[m]=r$[m]+s$[m]+r$[m+1].
It must also be i"=i $+r$[1], so that ;1 can be correctly
merged after :1 .
The values i and i $ must be equal, since the first character
of xi, r, s is the first character of xi $, r$, s$, and no gap is possible
before xi, r, s[1].
Suppose now h>1. If m=seq&1(q v h 1) for some q,
then taking j=seq&1(q v 1):
#m=(if m is odd then :m ;m ;m+1 :m+1 } } }
;j :j else :j ;j } } } ;m:m), else #m==.
The expression for r[m]=|#m| is the sum of all these
components, that is,







while r[m]=0 for m{seq&1(q v h 1).
The definition of #m is changed, and so is the expression for
r, but : and ; still merge as in the case h=1; that is, the
following holds:
if m is odd then s$[m]=r"[m]+s"[m]+r"[m+1]
else s"[m]=r$[m]+s$[m]+r$[m+1],
and i"=i $+r$[1].
There are other constraints. First, each #m must be a con-
secutive substring of x ; otherwise it is not possible to com-
pose # further and obtain x. If we write the expression for #m
FIG. 3.1. The composition of :m:m+1 and ;m ;m+1 with m odd.
more completely when m=seq&1(q v h 1) for some q and
j=seq&1(q v 1), we obtain for m odd:
:m ;m ;m+1 :m+1 :m+2 ;m+2 ;m+3:m+3 } } } :j&1 ;j&1 ;j:j .
Therefore, the gaps between ;m and ;m+1 , between :m+1
and :m+2 , between ;m+2 and ;m+3 , etc., must be equal to
0:
s"[m]=s"[m+2]=s$[m+4]= } } } =s"[ j&1]=0,
s$[m+1]=s$[m+3]= } } } =s$[ j&2]=0.
This relation does not change in case m is even. Note that
j is odd if m is odd; otherwise j is even.
Second, there are many gaps between #m and the next
nonempty component, denoted by #m$ , since in general
m$ > m + 1. Consider the substring of #, #m #m$ =
:m ;m } } } ;j:j :j $ ;j $ } } } ;m$:m$ , with m odd. The gaps
between #m and #m$ have one constraint, namely their sum
must be equal to the gap between :j and :j $ and analogously




s[ p]=if m is odd then s$[ j] else s$[m].
If there is no next empty component after m, then m$ must
be equal to 2k&1, that is, the last component. The expression
for m$ is m+2h&1, if m is odd, whereas if m is even then it
is 1+m. That is, in this case the sum is reduced to the one
element s[m].
With h>1, it is not necessary that i=i $, but it is enough
that ii $. In fact, the first character of xi, r, s is still the first
character of xi $, r$, s$, but now the components xi, r, s[1], ...,
xi, r, s[2h&1&1] are empty, and the gaps fill exactly the dis-
tance i&i $, that is, 2h&1&1p=1 s[ p]=i $&i.
The predicate R2 formalizes the above requirements. It
does not consider the condition i"=i $+r$[1] that is used
directly in the statements below.
Definition 3.4. The predicate R2 is defined as R2(i, i $,
r, r$, r", s, s$, s", h) is true if and only if the following condi-
tions hold for all m, 1m2k&1,
1. for m2k&1&1, if m is odd
then s$[m]=r"[m]+s"[m]+r"[m+1]
else s"[m]=r$[m]+s$[m]+r$[m+1];
2. if h=1 then
2.1. r[m]=r$[m]+r"[m];
2.2. s[m]=if m is odd then s"[m] else s$[m];
2.3. i=i $.
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3. if h>1 then
3.1. if m{seq&1(q v h 1) for some q, then r[m]=0;
3.2. if m=seq&1(q v h 1) for some q, then taking j=
seq&1(q v 1):
3.2.1. r[m]=(if m is odd then  jv=m r$[v] else
mv= j r$[v]);
3.2.2. s"[m] = s"[m+2] = } } } = s"[ j&1] =
s$[m+1]=s$[m+3]= } } } =s$[ j&2]=0;
3.2.3. let m$ be the next integer after m, such that





s[ p]=if m is odd then s$[ j] else s$[m];
3.3. ii $ ;
3.4. 2h&1&1p=1 s[ p]=i $&i.
Example 3.5. Consider the two derivations (A)1 *
:1 :2 :3 :4 and (B)1 *;1 ;2 ;3 ;4 of Example 3.2. Let x be the
string a1 } } } a30 , ai being any terminal symbol, and suppose
:1=a5 a6 , :2=a16a17 , :3=a20a21a22 , :4=a26a27 , ;1=
a7 a8 a9 , ;2=a15 , ;3=a23 , ;4=a25 . If we let i $=4, r$=
[2, 2, 3, 2], s$=[9, 2, 3] and i"=6, r"=[3, 1, 1, 1], s"=
[5, 7, 1], it is easy to verify that (A)1 *xi $, r$, s$ and (B)1 *
xi", r", s". Moreover, i"=i $+r$[1]. Let us consider the
derivation (AB)1 *$1 $2$3 $4 of Example 3.2, meaning, with
the previous assumptions: (AB)1 *a5a6a7a8a9a15 a16
a17 a20a21 a22a23a25a26a27 , with $1=:1 ;1=a5a6a7a8a9 ,
$2=;2 :2=a15a16a17 , $3=:3 ;3=a20a21 a22a23 , $4=
;4 :4=a25a26a27 . If we let i=4, r=[5, 3, 4, 3], and s=
[5, 2, 1], it is easy to verify that (AB)1 *xi, r, s. We claim
that R2(i, i $, r, r$, r", s, s$, s", 1) holds. In fact:
Condition 1. The various equations are all satisfied:
r"[1]+s"[1]+r"[2]=3+5+1=9=s$[1] and analo-
gously for s"[2]=r$[2]+s$[2]+r$[3] and for s$[3];
Condition 2.1 is obvious;
Condition 2.2. s[1] = 5 = s"[1], s[2] = 2 = s$[2],
s[3]=1=s"[3];
Condition 2.3. i=4=i $.
Consider now the derivation (C )2  (AB)1 *#1#2 #3#4 of
Example 3.2 with #1=#4==, #2=:1 ;1 ;2:2 , and #3=
:3 ;3 ;4:4 . We claim that there do not exist i, r, s such that
R2(i, i $, r, r$, r", s, s$, s", 2) is verified; condition 3.2.2
is always false, since it requires s"[1]=s"[3]=0 and
that it is not the case. R2 is thus always false, even if there
exists the derivation (C)2  (AB)1 *a5a6 a7a8a9a15a16a17
a20 a21a22 a23a25a26a27 . However, it is not possible to derive
the string x from S with a derivation that contains this one
as a subderivation, because its gap cannot be filled in any
way.
If we let :1=a5 a6 , :2=a10a11 , :3=a15 , :4=a20 a21 ,
;1=a7 a8 , ;2=a9 , ;3=a16a17 , ;4=a18a19 , that is (C )2 *
a5 a6 a7 a8a9a10a11a15a16a17a18a19 a20 a21 . Let i $=4, r$=
[2, 2, 1, 2], s$=[3, 3, 4]: (A)1 *:1:2:3 :4=xi $, r$, s$. Let
i"=6, r"=[2, 1, 2, 2], s"=[0, 5, 0]: (B)1 *;1 ;2 ;3 ;4=
xi", r", s". Let i=2, r=[0, 7, 7, 0], s=[2, 3, 0]: (C )2 
(AB)1 *xi, r, s, as can be easily verified.
We claim that now R2(i, i $, r, r$, r", s, s$, s", 2) holds:
Condition 1 is verified since r"[1] + s"[1] + r"[2] =
2+0+1 = 3 = s$[1], r$[2] + s$[2] + r$[3] = 6 =s"[1],
r"[3]+s"[3]+r"[4]=4=s$[3].
Conditions 3.1 and 3.2.1. Both seq&1(1)=1 and
seq&1(4)=3 1 do not end in 2 1; thus r[1]=r[2]=0, and

















This is easily verified (for instance, r[2]=7 is equal to
2v=1 (r$[v]+r"[v])=7).
Condition 3.2.2. s"[1]=s"[3]=0.
Condition 3.2.3. Since h=2, the first m such that
seq(m) ends in 2 1 is m=2, and the next (and last) is m$=3;
therefore it is required that 2p=2 s[ p]=s$[2] is verified,
since s[2]=3=s$[2].
Condition 3.3. i=2<i $=4.
Condition 3.4. 1p=1 s[ p]=2=i $&i.
Remark 3.2. If R2(i, i $, r, r$, r", s, s$, s", h) is true,
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The proofs are similar to parts of the proof of Statement 3.5
and are omitted.
Statement 3.5. If (B)1 *xi $, r$, s$, (C )1 *xi $+r$[1], r", s",
Ah  (BC )1 , and R2(i, i $, r, r$, r", s, s$, s", h) is true, then
(A)h *xi, r, s.
Proof. Let ;=xi $, r$, s$, #=xi $+r$[1], r", s". By State-
ment 3.1, (A)h *: and mergeh(;, #, :) holds. If h=1, it is
sufficient to prove that for all j, :j=xi, r, s[ j] with i=i $. By
definition of merge1 , :j=if j is odd then ;j #j else #j ;j , that
is, :j=if j is odd then xi, r$, s$[ j] xi+r[1], r", s"[ j] else
xi+r[1], r", s"[ j] xi, r$, s$[ j].
Let xi, r$, s$[ j]=az$ } } } az$+w$ , xi+r[1], r", s"[ j]=az" } } }
az"+w" , xi, r, s[ j]=az } } } az+w and suppose j odd (the
case of j even is treated in an analogous way). Then
:j=xi, r$, s$[ j] xi+r[1], r", s"[ j]=az$ } } } az$+w$ az" } } } az"+w" .
To show that xi, r, s[ j]=:j , it is enough to prove that: (I)
z=z$, (II) z"=z$+w$+1, (III) z+w=z"+w". We make
use of Statement 2.2 to denote explicitly the values of the
various indexes.
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(III) z"+w" = z$+w$+1+w" = z+w$+w"+1 =
z + r$[ j] + r"[ j] & 1 = z + r[ j] & 1 = z + w.
Now, let h>1. First we prove that (A)h *xi $, r, s. By
definition of mergeh and Statement 2.2 part (e), :j=if
j is odd then ;j #j #j+1 ;j+1 } } } #j+2h&1&1 ;j+2h&1&1 else
;j&2h&1+1 #j&2h&1+1 } } } #j ;j .
Let xi $, r$, s$[ j]=az$j } } } az$j+w$j , x
i $+r[1], r", s"[ j]=azj" } } }
azj"+wj" , x
i $, r, s[ j]=azj } } } azj+wj and suppose j is odd (the
case of j even is treated in an analogous way). To show that
xi $, r, s[ j]=:j it is enough to prove:
(1) zj=zj$ ,
(2) zn"=z$n+w$n+1 and z$n=z$n&1+w$n&1+1 if n is
odd; zn"=z"n&1+w"n&1+1 and z$n=zn"+wn"+1 if n is even,
(3) zj+wj=z$j+2h&1+w$j+2h&1 .





























































































































since R2(i, i $, r, r$, r", s, s$, s", h) is true. Hence, zn"=
z$n+w$n+1.
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Let n be odd; then z$n=i $+1+n&2m=1 (r$[m]+s$[m])+
r$[n&1]+s$[n&1]=z$n&1+w$n&1+1 because s$[n&1]
=0 by R2.






































































































Analogously we can prove the case for j even. Moreover,
let nm=1 r[m]=0 and 
n&1
m=1 s[m]=0 for some integer
n>1; then it is easy to prove that xi, r, s$=xi $, r, s with i $>i
and n&1m=1 s$[m]=i $&i. K
Statement 3.6. If (A)h  (BC )1 *xi, r, s, then there
exist i $, r$, r", s$, s" satisfying R2(i, i $, r, r$, r", s, s$, s", h) such
that (B)1 *xi $, r$, s$, (C )1 *xi $+r$[1], r", s" ; furthermore, both
derivations from B and C are shorter than the derivation
from A.
Proof. The proof is similar to the one of
Statement 3.5. K
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We now need to study productions of type Ah  (B)g . By
Statement 3.3, if (B)g *;=xi $, r$, s$ then (A)h 
n :=xi, r, s,
with, for h=1, :m=;m for all m, and for h>1
:seq&1(q v g h 1)=;seq&1(q v g 1) . Consider, for instance, the
derivations of Example 3.3, (B)3 *;31 ;431 ;5431 ;531 and
(A)2 *:321 :4321 :54321:5321 , where :321=;31 , :4321=;431 ,
:54321=;5431 , :5321=;531 . Let i, i $, r, r$, s$, s such that
;31 ;431 ;5431 ;531=xi, r$, s$ and :321:4321 :54321 :5321=xi, r, s.
Clearly, i=i $. Moreover, if m is not seq&1(q v g h 1) for
some q, then r[m]=0, else let j=seq&1(q v g 1) :
r[m]=r$[ j]. The sum of the gaps between two consecutive
components of :, such as :4321:54321 , must be equal to the
sum of the gaps between the two corresponding components
of ;, in this case ;431 ;5431 . There are also gaps at the beginn-
ing, that is, before ;31 and :321 , and their sum must be equal.
These facts are formalized in the general case by the follow-
ing definition.
Definition 3.7. The predicate R3 is defined as: R3(r,
r$, s, s$, h, g) is true if and only if the following conditions
hold:
1. \m, 1m2k&1, if seq(m) does not end by g 1 then
r$[m]=0;
2. If h=1 then s=s$, r=r$ ;
3. if h>1 then \m, 1m2k&1:
3.1. if m is not seq&1(q v g h 1) for some q, then
r[m]=0, else let j=seq&1(q v g 1): r[m]=r$[ j].
3.2. if m=seq&1(q v g h 1) for some q, let j=
seq&1(q v g 1), or if m=1 then let j=1; in such cases, let m$
be the next integer after m, such that seq(m$) ends in g h 1,
and if such m does not exist, let m$=2k&1; let j=
seq&1(q v g 1) and j $ be the next integer after j, such that
seq( j $) ends in g 1, and if such j does not exist, let
j $=2k&1; the following holds: m$&1p=m s[ p]=
j $&1
p= j s$[ p].
Statement 3.7. If Ah  (B)g is a production, (B)g *
xi, r$, s$, and R3(r, r$, s, s$, h, g) is true, then (A)h *xi, r, s.
Proof. Let (B)g 
n ;=xi, r$, s$ and Ah  (B)g , with
|;i|=r$[i]; then by Statement 3.3, (A)h *:=xi, r, s with
|:i|=r[i], and rrg, h r$. Since condition 3.1 of the definition
of R3 holds, using Statement 2.2, part (f ),









r[2 g&1(1+2 j )+2h&1&1]










r[2 g&1(3+2 j )&2h&1&1]










Thus, xi, r, s=xi, r$, s$. K
Statement 3.8. If (A)h  (B)g *xi, r, s, then there exist
r$, s$ such that (B)g *xi, r$, s$ and R3(r, r$, s, s$, g)=true.
Proof. Let (A)h  (B)g *xi, r, s, then choose r$ such that



















This is condition 3.2 made explicit following part (f ) of
Statement 2.2. It is easy to prove that xi, r, s=xi, r$, s$ ; hence,
(B)g *xi, r$, s$.
4. A PARSING ALGORITHM
In the following, we present a recognition algorithm for
complete normal form k-depth grammars. The input is a
string x, of length n. The algorithm uses a memory struc-
ture T, defined as [i | 0in]_[i | 0in]2k&1_
[i | 0in]2k&1&1  ^(VN). The elements of this structure
can be denoted with ti, r, s , where i is an integer index, r : [ j |
1 j2k&1]  [i | 0in], s : [ j | 1 j2k&1&1] 
[i | 0in]. Every element is a set of non-terminal sym-
bols. The algorithm parses the string x by filling T element
after element in such a way that for every element ti, r, s , a
non-terminal A of Nh is in ti, r, s if and only if (A)h *xi, r, s.
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At the end of the execution, if there exists a mapping r such
that S # t0, r, [0, ..., 0] , with 7r=n, then S *x0, r, [0, ..., 0]=x.
To understand the algorithm, a bidimensional representa-
tion, inspired by the CockeKasamiYounger algorithm,
can be useful. Consider an upper triangular matrix, whose
row and column indexes are respectively i and i+7r+7s.
The cell (i, i+d ) contains all elements ti, r, s such that
7r+7s=d. Cells of diagonal d are all of type (i, i+d ), with
0in&d.
The algorithm fills every diagonal, starting from diagonal
1 to diagonal n, considering for each diagonal d all elements
(i, i+d ) with i ranging from 0 to n&1. The rules of the algo-
rithm, derived from the statements proved in Section 3, are
such that to fill a cell of the matrix (i, i+d ) (that is, all the
elements ti, r, s such that 7r+7s=d ), we must first fill
elements with greater values of 7s. Intuitively, we must first
derive those strings xi, r, s that have larger ``gaps,'' i.e., larger
values of the elements of array s, since the rules try to ``fill
the gaps.'' The greatest value of 7s for cell (i, i+d ) is d&1;
the smallest is 0.
Since we are interested only in proving that the problem
is in P, we develop a simplified version of the algorithm,
ignoring possible smart implementation details. The con-
struct ``for all vars s.t. condition do instructions'' is a loop
that can be implemented considering any ordering on the
values of the variables in var satisfying condition. A parallel
implementation is possible, too. The detailed conditions of
the various filling rules can seem complicated, but they can
be easily derived from the proof of correctness of the algo-
rithm (Theorems 4.1 and 4.2).
RecAlgorithm.
Input. n [length of input string], k [depth], x [input string]
Output. t : [i | 0  i  n]_[i | 0  i  n]2k&1 _[i | 0 
in]2k&1&1  ^(VN)
Variables. r, r$, r": [i | 0i2k&1]  [i | 0in]
s, s$, s": [i | 0i2k&1&1]  [i | 0in]
i, h, d, sum, g, m : integer
begin
Initialize every element of t to <;
for d :=1 to n do
* for all diagonals d *
for i :=0 to n&d do
* for all elements i of diagonal d *
for sum :=d&1 downto 0 do
* for all values sum<d *
fillruleAh  a(i, d )
fillruleAh  (BC )1 (i, d, sum);
fillruleAh  (B)g (i, d, sum);
end RecAlgorithm ;
fillruleAh  a(i, d );
for h :=1 to k do
for all z, s s.t. 0  z  d7 R1(i, z, r, s, h) 7
2k&1&12h&1 s[ p]=d&z&1 do
ti, r, s :=ti, r, s _ [A : ``Ah  ai+z+1'' # P];
end fillruleAh  a ;
fillruleAh  (BC )1 (i, d, sum);
for all r, r$, r", s, s$, s", h, z s.t.
(0zd7 (7s+7r=d ) 7 (7s=sum)
7 (sum&z<7s$<n) 7 (sum&z<7s"<n)
7 (7r$>0) 7 (7s$+7r$=d&z)
7 R2(i, i+z, r, r$, r", s, s$, s", h) 7 1hk) do
ti, r, s :=ti, r, s _ [A | ``Ah  (BC )1'' # P
7 B # ti+z, r$, s$ 7 C # ti+z+r$[1], r", s"];
end fillruleAh  (BC )1 ;
fillruleAh  (B)g (i, d, sum);
repeat
for g :=2 to k do
for h :=h to g do
for all r, s, r$, s$ s.t. (7s+7r=d) 7 (7s=sum)
7 R3(r, s, r$, s$, h, g) do
ti, r, s :=ti, r, s _ [A | ``Ah  (B)g and B # ti, r$, s$]
until t does not change
end fillruleAh  (B)g ;
The algorithm always terminates, since the only construct
for which termination is not guaranteed a priori is the
repeat-until loop of fillruleAh  (B)g , which must ter-
minate, since t and VN are finite.
Theorem 4.1. After an execution of the recognition algo-
rithm, fed with the string x=a1 } } } an , the matrix T is such
that for all A and h, A # Nh , if A # ti, r, s then (A)h *xi, r, s.
Proof. Let the predicate VISITED(i1, r1, s1) be true if
and only if 7s1+7r1<d or (7s1+7r1=d 7 i1<i) or
(7s1+7r1=d7 i1>i 7 7s1>sum). The visiting order of
the matrix T, given by the three main d, i sum loops, is such
that at any iteration the algorithm has already visited all
cells ti1, r1, s1 , with VISITED (i1, r1, s1).
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The proof proceeds by induction on the visiting order of
the matrix. The induction hypothesis is: if the algorithm is
at an iteration of the visiting loops, then for all i1, r1, s1 s.t.
VISITED (i1, r1, s1), if A # ti1, r1, s1 , with A # Nh , then
(A)h *xi1, r1, s1. The base step is vacuously true, because T
is empty before entering the loops. The inductive step is the
proof for all rules that if the induction hypothesis holds then
for all r, s s.t. (7s+7r=d ) and (7s=sum), if A # ti, r, s and
A has been put in ti, r, s by that rule, then (A)h *xi, r, s for
some h.
fillruleAh  a. If Ah  ai+z+1 , by Statement 3.4 for
all s(A)h *xi, r, s, with r[ p]=0 for all p{2h&1,
r[2h&1]=1 and 2h&1&1i=1 s[i]=z. So correctness of this
rule is ensured; it updates ti, r, s for a subset of all the values
of s, precisely for all s s.t. 7s=2h&1&1i=1 s[i]+
2h&1&1i=2h&1 s[i]=d&1 and 7s+7r=7s+1=d ).
fillruleAh  (BC )1 . Take z, r$, r", s, s$, s" s.t. the con-
dition of the loop of the corresponding procedure is
satisfied. We show that ti+z, r$, s$ and ti+z+r$[1], r", s"
have already been visited in a previous iteration. In this
case, in fact, by induction hypothesis, if B # ti+z, r$, s
and C # ti+z+r$[1], r", s" , then (B)1 *xi+z, r$, s$ and
(C )1 *xi+z, r", s", and being R2(i, i+z, r, r$, r", s, s$, s", h)=
true, we can apply Statement 3.5, which ensures that if
A # ti, r, s then (A)h *xi, r, s.
If z>0 then 7s$+7r$=d&z<d and VISITED
(i+z, r$, s$) holds; moreover, by Remark 3.2, 7s"+7r"
 7s" + 7r" + r$[1] + r$[2k&1]= 7s$ + 7r$ < d and
VISITED(i+z+r$[1], r", s") holds. Otherwise z=0; there-
fore 7s$+7r$=d 7 7s$>sum and, thus, VISITED
(i+z, r$, s$) holds. Moreover, 7s"sum and 7s"+7r"
7s"+7r"+r$[1]+r$[2k&1]=d ; in case 7s">sum or
7s"+7r"<d, hence, VISITED(i+z+r$[1], r", s") holds.
Otherwise 7s"=sum=7s and 7s"+7r"=d ; that is, since
7r+7s=d, 7r"=d&7s"=d&7s=7r=7r$+7r" (by
Remark 3.2) and 7r$>0, a contradiction.
fillruleAh  (B)g . Let B # ti, r$, s$ , R3(r, r$, s, s$, g,
h)=true. Since 7r$=7r and 7s$=7s, that is,
VISITED(i, r$, s$)=false, induction hypothesis cannot be
applied; ti, r$, s$ has not been visited in a previous iteration of
the main loop. Thus B was written at the current iteration,
by fillruleAh  a or by fillruleAh  (BC )1 or by
fillruleAh  (B)g itself. In the first two cases, we already
proved correctness. We prove now by induction on the
number w of iterations of fillruleAh  (B)g , that if
B # ti, r$, s$ then B *xi, r$, s$. When fillruleAh  (B)g is
entered, if B # ti, r$, s$ B has been written in ti, r$, s$ by an
application of fillruleAh  a or fillruleAh  (BC )1 ,
which are applied before fillruleAh  (B)g , the previous
proofs have shown that in this case B *xi, r$, s$. If, at the
beginning of iteration w, B # ti, r$, s$ , by inductive hypothesis
B *xi, r$, s$ ; if R3(r, r$, s, s$, g)=true and Ah  (B)g is a
production, then fillruleAh  (B)g puts A in ti, r, s , but the
hypothesis of Statement 3.7 is verified; hence (A)h *
xi, r, s. K
Theorem 4.2. After an execution of the recognition algo-
rithm, fed with the string a1 } } } an , the matrix T is such that
for all A and h, A # Nh , if (A)h *xi, r, s then A # ti, r, s .
Proof. By induction on the length of derivations.
Base step. The derivations of length 1 are of type
(A)h  ai+z+1 , with i0, z0. By Statement 3.4, for all s
such that (A)h *xi, r, s, with r[seq&1(h1)]=1, r[i]=0 for
every i{seq&1(h1) and 2h&1&1i=1 s[i]=z, we have that
ai+z+1=xi, r, s. Since the algorithm visits all cells of t, then
fillruleAh  ai inserts A in ti, r, s during some iteration.
Induction step. Let (A)h 
n xi, r, s be a derivation, n>1.
There are two cases, one for each type of production applied
in the first step (for n>1, Ah  ai+z+1 cannot be the first
step):
(i) The production is Ah  (BC )1 . Then (A)h *
(BC )1 w
n&1 xi, r, s. By Statement 3.6, (B)1 *xi+z, r$, s$ and
(C)1 *xi+z+r$[1], r", s", with R2(i, i+z, r, r$, r", s, s$, s", h),
both in less than n steps. By the induction hypothesis,
B # ti+z, r$, s$ and C # ti+z+r$[1], r", s" . This case is dealt with
by fillruleAh  (BC )1 . We need to prove that
(7s$>sum&z) 7 (7s"sum&z) 7 (7r$>0) 7 (7s$+7r$
=d&z), where d=7s+7r, sum=7s.
Since a grammar in normal form has no =-production,
then |xi+z, r$, s$|>0 and |xi+z+r$[1], r", s"|>0, that is, 7r$>0
and 7r">0. By Remark 3.2, 7r=7r$+7r", that is,
7r>7r$. Note that by Remark 3.2 z=7s+7r&7s$&7r$
=d&7s$&7r$. Then 7s$=d&z&7r$>d&z&7r=
7s&z=sum&z.


















Since 7r$>0, we have &7r$+r$[1]0, thus 7s"
sum&z.
(ii) The production is Ah  (B)g . Then, (A)h 
(B)g w
n&1 xi, r, s. Then, by Statement 3.8 (B)g w
n&1 xi, r$, s$,
with R3(r, r$, s, s$, g, h)=true. By induction hypothesis
B # ti, r$, s$ . FillruleAh  (B)g executes a loop until t does
not change; in one of its iterations, the rule will consider cell
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ti, r$, s$ to fill ti, r, s and since R3(r, r$, s, s$, g, h)=true and
Ah  (B)g , A will be put in ti, r, s . K
Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 prove the correctness of the algo-
rithm.
Corollary 4.1. After an execution of the algorithm on
the string x=a1 } } } an , T is such that for all A and h, with
A # Nh , A # ti, r, s iff (A)h 
+ xi, r, s.
Corollary 4.2. x # L(G) iff the execution of the algo-
rithm on the string x is such that there exists a vector r, with
7r=n, such that S # t0, r, [0, ..., 0] .
Complexity. We estimate complexity with worst-case,
uniform cost criterion. We consider first the case k>1.
Rule 2 has higher complexity than rule 1 and rule 3,
because of the larger number of nested loops of type ``for all
r ... .'' The repeat-until loop of rule 3 is in fact repeated at
most for 2k&1 V (2k&1&1) V |Vn| iterations (actually quite
a bit less than this value), which is O(1), because its test can
be performed only on the 2k&1 V (2k&1&1) cells, such that
7s+7r=d. Hence, the loop does not affect the estimation
of the complexity of rule 3.
All loops of type for all vars s.t. condition do can be con-
sidered O(C ), where C is the product of the cardinalities of
the domains of the variables in var. The variables r, r$, r"
have each cardinality n2k&1 while the variables s, s$, s" have
cardinality n2k&1&1. A slight refinement of such analysis can
be obtained by considering the linear dependencies among
the elements of the variables expressed in the condition part.
For instance, all loops of type ``for all r s.t. 7r= p'' can be
reduced to O(n2k&1&1), since only 2k&1&1 elements of r are
independent: the element r[2k&1] can be computed by the
expression p&2k&1&1m=1 r[m].
In the algorithm there are at most the following nested
loops: three O(n) loops to visit the matrix, the m, r, s, r$, r",
s$, s" loop in fillruleAh  (BC )1 (the variable h does not
give any contribution to the complexity, since its domain is
O(1)), giving an O(n3V (2k&1&1)+3V2k&1+4&c), that is an
O(n3V2k+1&c), where c is the number of linear conditions
imposed by the relations in the loops. There are seven linear
conditions on r, s, r$, r", s$, s"; hence the algorithm can be
implemented in O(n3V2k&6). For k=2, this is O(n6), which
is exactly the complexity of an algorithm for the two-depth
case that we described in [3]. The estimation does not work
for k=1, because in this case 2k&1&1 is 0; that is, the loop
is O(1), and we cannot reduce it to 2k&1&2=&1. The
estimation in this case is O(n3), as in the CKY algorithm,
because all the loops with r, s, r$, s$, s", r" are O(1).
The algorithm is also polynomial in the size of the gram-
mar. In fact, at every iteration, when considering the update
of the set ti, r, s , the algorithm must consider all |P| produc-
tions of the grammar G ; therefore, the complexity is
O( |P|v), where v is the number of iterations of the algo-
rithm, which is independent from |P|.
Since every complete normal form grammar equivalent to
a grammar G has a size polynomial in the size of G
(Remark 2.1), it is possible to parse any k-depth grammar
in polynomial-time with respect to the size of any k-depth
grammar. This has some relevance, for instance, for com-
putational linguistic applications, where the size of the sen-
tence to be parsed is usually small, while the size of the
grammar can be quite large.
5. CONCLUSIONS
We presented a family of languages extending the classi-
cal context free one. This family has some interesting
properties: semilinearity, closure for intersection with
regular languages, and a version of a pumping lemma
proved in [2], the existence of a polynomial-time,
O(n3V2k&6) parsing algorithm in this paper. Since the
generative power of the family can be of some interest for
applications, future efforts will be devoted to the study of a
deterministic version of multi-pushdown automata, in order
to find efficient parsing algorithms, as LL(k) parsers.
It can be proved that there is a polynomial reduction
(O(1) with respect to the length of a word w and O(k) with
respect to k) of the membership problem for pattern
languages with 2k patterns to the membership problem for
k-depth languages. If the pattern p is given in input,
together with the string to be recognized, the membership
problem for pattern languages is NP-complete in | p|+|w|
[1]. If a parsing algorithm for k-depth languages is
O( |w| f (k)), then we can solve membership for pattern
languages in time O( |w| f (lg | p| )). Our result for k-depth
languages is not very likelyor at least not very easyto be
improved to a less-than-exponential function f (k), because
of the NP-completeness of membership for pattern
languages. For instance, if f (k) were a polynomial P(k),
then we could solve membership for pattern languages in
time O( |w| P(lg | p| )) which is less than exponential in
| p|+|w|.
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